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ASCENT AEROSPACE TO PRODUCE LARGEST EVER WING SKIN TOOL FOR
BOEING 777X
CONTRACT BY THE BOEING COMPANY

PARIS - SANTA ANA, 26.10.2015, 12:15 Time

USPA NEWS - Coast Composites LLC, an Ascent Tooling Group company, was awarded a contract by The Boeing Company to
manufacture the largest-ever wing skin molds. Ascent will produce a set of lay-up tooling, consisting of four individual molds, to be
used at Boeing's new...

Coast Composites LLC, an Ascent Tooling Group company, was awarded a contract by The Boeing Company to manufacture the
largest-ever wing skin molds. Ascent will produce a set of lay-up tooling, consisting of four individual molds, to be used at Boeing's
new facility in Everett, Washington, to manufacture the 777X's composite wing skins. Coast Composites will manufacture the molds
with its modular tool building system, based on the company's patented laser welding technology and proven on previous wing skin
mold builds.

Tooling segments will be manufactured of Invar, a specialty steel alloy selected to match the thermal expansion properties of the
composite material used for the wing skin. Invar segments small enough to transport on conventional roads will be shipped to Everett
then assembled onsite. After welding in Everett, the final wing skin tools will measure over 110 feet long and up to 21 feet wide and
weigh approximately 80,000 pounds each.

Coast Composites has previously built 26 wing skin molds. With each project the company has built on its reputation to deliver
technically-challenging and schedule-critical tooling.

Ascent Aerospace, an AIP Aerospace company, is leading provider of aerospace tooling systems, assembly and factory automation
and integration, composite machining centers, and engineering services.
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